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ABSTRACT
Reverberation mapping (RM) measurements of broad-line region (BLR) lags in z > 0.3 quasars are important
for directly measuring black hole masses in these distant objects, but so far there have been limited attempts
and success given the practical difficulties of RM in this regime. Here we report preliminary results of 15 BLR
lag measurements from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey Reverberation Mapping (SDSS-RM) project, a dedicated
RM program with multi-object spectroscopy designed for RM over a wide redshift range. The lags are based
on the 2014 spectroscopic light curves alone (32 epochs over 6 months) and focus on the Hβ and Mg II broad
lines in the 100 lowest-redshift (z < 0.8) quasars included in SDSS-RM; they represent a small subset of the
lags that SDSS-RM (including 849 quasars to z ∼ 4.5) is expected to deliver. The reported preliminary lag
measurements are for intermediate-luminosity quasars at 0.3 . z < 0.8, including 9 Hβ lags and 6 Mg II lags,
for the first time extending RM results to this redshift-luminosity regime and providing direct quasar black hole
mass estimates over ∼ half of cosmic time. The Mg II lags also increase the number of known Mg II lags by
several-fold, and start to explore the utility of Mg II for RM at high redshift. The location of these new lags at
higher redshifts on the observed BLR size-luminosity relationship is statistically consistent with previous Hβ
results at z < 0.3. However, an independent constraint on the relationship slope at z > 0.3 is not yet possible
due to the limitations in our current sample. Our results demonstrate the general feasibility and potential of
multi-object RM for z > 0.3 quasars.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Measuring the masses of black holes in quasars and active
galactic nuclei (AGN)27 is of critical importance to many fun-
damental problems in AGN physics and phenomenology, the
growth of supermassive black holes (SMBHs), and the co-
evolution of galaxies and SMBHs. As the primary method
to measure active SMBH masses, the reverberation mapping
(RM) technique estimates the size of the BLR by measuring
the time lag between continuum variations and line responses
(Blandford & McKee 1982; Peterson 1993, 2014). This tech-
nique has been widely practiced in the past two decades, re-
sulting in BLR RM measurements for ∼ 60 low-redshift (z <
0.3) AGN and quasars (e.g., Peterson et al. 1998a; Kaspi et al.
2000, 2005; Peterson et al. 2002, 2004; Bentz et al. 2009,
2010a, 2013; Denney et al. 2009, 2010; Rafter et al. 2011,
2013; Barth et al. 2011a,b, 2013, 2015; Grier et al. 2012;
Du et al. 2014, 2015; Hu et al. 2015), mostly focused on the
Hβ line. Beyond z > 0.3, however, RM results are scarce,
given the stringent observational requirements for detecting
lags in these distant and faint objects: there have been only
a handful of attempts for the most luminous quasars (e.g.,
Kaspi et al. 2007; Trevese et al. 2007, 2014) and only one or
two tentative CIV/CIII] lag detections have been reported.
In addition to sample size and redshift coverage, another
limitation of the current RM sample is the deficit of lag de-
tections for the Mg II line, despite the fact that Mg II is one of
the most important lines of RM interest that can be observed
in the optical at 0.3 < z < 2. Locally, there is only one re-
liable detection of a Mg II lag in NGC 4151 (Metzroth et al.
2006), and two marginal Mg II lag detections in NGC 5548
(Clavel et al. 1991) and NGC 3783 (Reichert et al. 1994); all
were based on UV spectroscopy from space. The prospects
of Mg II RM in the optical for high-redshift quasars therefore
demand a systematic examination.
To expand the redshift range and AGN/quasar parameter
space for RM measurements, and to evaluate the potential of
RM on all prominent broad lines, we are conducting a ded-
icated multi-object RM program, SDSS-RM. The first-year
observations were completed in 2014 as an ancillary program
of the SDSS-III surveys (Eisenstein et al. 2011). SDSS-RM
spectroscopically monitors a flux-limited (ipsf < 21.7) sam-
ple of 849 quasars in a single 7 deg2 field with the SDSS-
III Baryon Oscillation Spectroscopic Survey (BOSS) spectro-
graph (Dawson et al. 2013; Smee et al. 2013) on the 2.5 m
SDSS telescope (Gunn et al. 2006), accompanied by dedi-
cated photometric monitoring from a number of ground-based
wide-field imagers. With its multiplex advantage, SDSS-RM
offers considerably higher efficiency than traditional RM pro-
grams executed in a serial mode, and is designed to perform
RM for a homogeneous selection of quasars over a wide red-
shift and luminosity range. The details of the program are
described in Shen et al. (2015a).
In this work we report initial broad-line lag detections from
the first-year SDSS-RM observations. These detections are
based on the 6-month spectroscopic data alone and demon-
strate the feasibility of lag detections using only carefully-
calibrated multi-fiber spectroscopy. The reported detections
are for Hβ and Mg II only, and serve as a proof-of-concept
study of the general feasibility of multi-object RM programs;
they do not represent the complete set of lag detections from
27 We use the term “AGN” to refer to the low-luminosity counterparts of
quasars.
SDSS-RM, nor do we quantify the completeness of lag de-
tections and selection biases inherent to our program in this
work. We also do not consider the important aspects of mul-
tiple line detections in the same object. More comprehen-
sive analyses of the SDSS-RM data with different focuses are
deferred to future work. Nevertheless, the lag detections re-
ported here represent a significant advance in RM: 1) they
form the largest sample of lag detections for z & 0.3 quasars,
whose luminosities overlap with those in the z< 0.3 RM sam-
ple but are much lower than those in the handful of z > 0.3
quasars previously monitored for RM, thus greatly expand-
ing the luminosity-redshift range for which RM observations
have been successful; 2) they comprise the largest sample of
Mg II lag detections to date, starting to explore the utility of
this line for RM purposes.
We describe the data and technical details of the time series
analysis in §2, and present our results in §3. We conclude in
§4 with a brief outline for future work. A flat ΛCDM cosmol-
ogy with ΩΛ = 0.7 (Ω0 = 0.3) and h0 = 0.7 is adopted through-
out. By default the reported lags are in the quasar rest-frame.
For the ease of discussion, we use “low-z” to refer to z < 0.3.
2. DATA AND TIME SERIES ANALYSIS
The spectroscopic data were taken during seven dark/grey
runs from January to July 2014, and consist of a total of 32
epochs with an average cadence of ∼ 4 days; each epoch
had a typical exposure time of 2 hrs. The spectroscopic data
were pipeline-processed as part of the SDSS-III Data Re-
lease 12 (Alam et al. 2015), followed by a custom flux cal-
ibration scheme and improved sky subtraction as described
in Shen et al. (2015a). The improved spectrophotometry has
a nominal accuracy of ∼ 5%. The wavelength coverage of
BOSS spectroscopy is∼ 3650−10,400 Å, with a spectral res-
olution of R∼ 2000. The typical S/N per 69 kms−1 pixel aver-
aged over the g band in a 2-hr exposure is∼ 4.5 at gpsf = 21.2.
Next, we perform a spectral refining procedure on the cus-
tom flux-calibrated multi-epoch spectra, called “PrepSpec”,
to reduce further the scatter in the flux calibration. As briefly
described in section 3.4 of Shen et al. (2015a), PrepSpec
rescales the flux levels of each individual epoch by optimizing
model fits (in parameterized functional forms) to describe the
continuum and broad-line variability patterns as functions of
time and wavelength, using the fluxes of the narrow emission
lines (in particular [O III]λλ4959,5007) as an internal cali-
brator (e.g., van Groningen & Wanders 1992), which are as-
sumed to remain constant over the relatively short monitoring
period (e.g., Peterson et al. 2013). This procedure improves
the calibration of the relative spectrophotometry to . 2% for
low-redshift quasars with strong narrow emission lines. Given
the typical∼ 10% variability amplitude of the continuum and
responding broad line fluxes (e.g., Peterson 2014), this ad-
ditional improvement of the spectrophotometry is essential
for detecting BLR lags based on spectroscopy alone. As a
byproduct of PrepSpec, we obtained model light curves (LCs)
for the desired broad emission line and continuum fluxes, as
well as model mean and RMS profiles of the broad lines. We
use the rest-frame 5100 Å continuum flux as the fiducial con-
tinuum LC used in the time series analysis, given the proxim-
ity of this continuum to the narrow [O III]λλ4959,5007 lines
that are used to calibrate the spectrophotometry. Since the
fitting was performed over a large number of pixels, the mea-
surement uncertainties in the model fluxes are typically much
smaller than the uncertainties of fluxes directly measured over
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a narrow range of pixels, as reported in most previous RM
work. These PrepSpec outputs form the basis for our follow-
ing analysis.
We now describe PrepSpec in further detail.
2.1. PrepSpec Analysis
PrepSpec aims to improve the calibration of time-resolved
spectral data by fitting a model that includes intrinsic vari-
ations in the continuum and broad emission lines, and cor-
rections for residual calibration errors. For each SDSS-RM
spectrum in any given epoch, our PrepSpec model is
µ(λ, t) = p(t) [A(λ) + B(λ, t) +C(λ, t)] . (1)
Here p(t) are time-dependent photometric corrections, A(λ) is
the average spectrum, and B(λ, t) and C(λ, t) are variations in
the BLR spectrum and continuum respectively. Corrections
for residual wavelength shifts and spectral blurring were in-
vestigated and found not to be needed. Figs. 1 and 2 illustrate
some results of the PrepSpec analysis using one of our objects
which showed significant continuum and line variability over
the monitoring period (RMID-160).
The average spectrum is decomposed as
A(λ) = F¯(λ) + N(λ) . (2)
Here F¯(λ) includes both the continuum and broad-line com-
ponents. The narrow-line component, N(λ), is isolated using
a piecewise cubic spline fit to A(λ) as a high-pass filter and
then multiplying the result by a window function that is 0 out-
side and 1 inside a defined velocity range around a specified
list of narrow emission lines. The narrow-line list includes
[O III]λλ4959,5007, but also many other weaker narrow lines
across the spectrum (e.g., Balmer lines, He II λ4687, [O III]
λ4364, [Ne III] λλ3968,3869, [O II] λ3728, etc.), as shown
for RMID-160 in Fig. 1a.
The model assumes that the narrow lines have no intrin-
sic variations, so that apparent variations in the data are
interpreted as flux calibration scatter p(t), assumed to be
wavelength-independent. PrepSpec fits ln(p(t)), so that p(t)
remains positive, and normalizes p(t) to a median of 1. Fig. 1f
shows p(t) varying by about 2% (median absolute deviation,
MAD) for RMID-160, reflecting the precision of our custom
flux calibration (on average 5% in RMS; Shen et al. 2015a).
Continuum variations are modeled by a polynomial in logλ
with NC = 5 time-dependent coefficients:
C(λ, t) =
NC−1∑
k=0
Ck(t) [η(λ)]k , (3)
where η(λ) ≡ 2 log(λ/√λ1λ2)/ log(λ2/λ1) varies from −1
to +1 across the spectrum from wavelengths λ1 to λ2. Fig. 1b
shows for RMID-160 the continuum LCs at 5 wavelengths.
The intrinsic continuum variations are well detected, gener-
ally increasing from red to blue. Some large-amplitude fea-
tures on the blue end of the spectrum are due to residual in-
strumental and flux calibration errors.
The BLR variations are represented by a separable function
for each line:
B(λ, t) =
Nℓ∑
ℓ=1
Bℓ(λ)Lℓ(t) . (4)
Here Lℓ(t), the LC of line ℓ, is normalized to a mean of 0 and
RMS of 1, so that Bℓ(λ) is the RMS spectrum of line ℓ. Opti-
mal scaling of Lℓ(t) provides pixel-by-pixel estimates of Bℓ(λ)
with error bars, which are then smoothed with a spline func-
tion. The assumption that the broad-line flux variations are
separable in wavelength and time as in Eqn. (4) is of course
a simplification that greatly speeds up the calculations. It as-
sumes that the variable broad-line emission has a constant ve-
locity profile during the monitoring period, which is not nec-
essarily true given that different parts of the BLR reverberate
at different times. However, we found this simplified model
can fit the variable BLR emission well on an epoch-by-epoch
basis, suggesting that more sophisticated models are unneces-
sary given the level of statistical errors on the flux measure-
ments.
The RMS spectra and BLR LCs for RMID-160 are shown
in Fig. 1c and d, respectively. Variations in Hα and Hβ are
well detected. The Mg II line, on the blue edge of the RM-160
spectrum, exhibits some large-amplitude LC features, corre-
lating with those in the blue continuum, that are likely due to
residual wavelength-dependent flux calibration errors that can
be diagnosed but are not calibrated out in the current PrepSpec
analysis.
PrepSpec optimizes the model parameters to minimize the
χ2 for the model fit to the data. The parameters include the
mean spectrum A(λ), the BLR profiles Bℓ(λ) and the LCs p(t),
Ck(t), and Lℓ(t). The fit begins with initial estimates for A(λ)
and Bℓ(λ), and p(t) = 1. A series of linear regression fits,
one at each time, adjusts p(t), Ck(t) and Lℓ(t), providing er-
ror bars and mutual covariances as well. Constraints are im-
posed, normalizing p(t) to median 1, and Lℓ(t) to mean 0 and
RMS 1. The spectra A(λ) and Bℓ(λ) are then adjusted by op-
timally scaling the appropriate LCs to fit the residuals at each
wavelength. This also provides error bar spectra. Spline fits
and windowing constraints then serve to decompose A(λ), to
smooth Bℓ(λ) and to impose the appropriate BLR and NLR
line windows. Several line width measures (FWHM, RMS,
MAD) are then determined for each of the narrow and broad
lines, and the narrow-line and broad-line window widths are
adjusted accordingly. The above steps are iterated until con-
vergence.
Maps of the residuals normalized by the error per pixel
χ(λ, t) and the corresponding χ(λ) spectrum, as shown for
RMID-160 in Fig 2, provide helpful diagnostics of the fit at
four stages during optimization of the PrepSpec model, and
exhibit the evidence, or lack thereof, for intrinsic variations
in the lines and continuum. In Fig 2a, after fitting the mean
spectrum A(λ), the χ(λ, t) map shows both horizontal stripes
due to apparent continuum variations and vertical stripes due
to apparent line variations. In Fig 2b, the continuum varia-
tions C(λ, t) are well modeled and removed from the resid-
uals, leaving the line variations. At this stage the residual
flux calibration errors are not yet corrected, and so apparent
variations in the narrow lines are often evident, typically at
a 5% level (i.e., the spectrophotometry achieved for SDSS-
RM; Shen et al. 2015a). These are calibrated by optimizing
p(t), with the resulting χ(λ, t) in Fig 2c, and the correspond-
ing χ(λ) spectrum in Fig 2e, then exhibiting the evidence for
broad-line variations, in this case evident for Hα, Hβ and
Mg II. For the final model (i.e., Eqn. 1), the residuals in Fig 2d
bear a satisfying resemblance to white noise. There is excess
variance in spectral regions where telluric sky lines have been
subtracted and at the join between the red and blue parts of
the spectrum.
The estimated errors for the continuum and broad-line LCs
properly take into account the covariance between the LCs
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
Figure 1. Results of the PrepSpec analysis of RMID-160. (a) The mean spectrum A(λ) decomposed into F¯(λ) and N(λ). The grey line is the
mean spectrum; the blue line is a spline fit used to isolate the NLR spectrum (sigma-clipped spline fit with narrow line windows masked); the
black line is the mean spectrum after subtracting the NLR spectrum; the orange line is the NLR spectrum. The narrow-line and broad-line
windows are marked at the top, with vertical dashed lines at the rest wavelengths. (b) Continuum variations C(λ, t) evaluated at 5 wavelengths
across the spectrum. (c) The RMS spectrum of the raw data (yellow), and RMSx (grey), the maximum likelihood estimate for the excess RMS
(i.e., removing the contribution from the assumed Gaussian measurement errors) after the p(t) corrections. RMSu (cyan) is the uncalibrated
RMS of the model, before the photometric p(t) corrections. RMSc (dark grey) is the calibrated RMS of the model, after the p(t) corrections.
(d) The broad-line LCs, Lℓ(t), normalized to mean 0 and RMS 1, and estimated S/N for detection of variations in each line (“BLR” collectively
refers to all broad lines other than the ones labelled). (e) The mean (red) and RMS (black) of normalized residuals at each wavelength. (f) The
photometric corrections p(t) calibrating time-dependent flux calibration errors.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
Figure 2. Results of PrepSpec analysis of RMID-160. Greyscale maps of normalized residuals χ(λ, t) are shown after fitting (a) the mean
spectrum A(λ), (b) the continuum variations C(λ, t) in the final PrepSpec output, (c) the photometric corrections p(t), and (d) the broad-line
variations B(λ, t). The mean and RMS of χ(λ, t) over time, µ(λ) and RMS χ(λ) respectively, are shown (e) before and (f) after fitting the
broad-line variations. These results exhibit clear evidence for intrinsic variations in the continuum and in the broad Hα and Hβ lines.
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and the photometric correction p(t). The RMS profile of the
variable broad-line component is taken as the PrepSpec model
Bℓ(λ); this approach differs from most earlier RM work, in
which an RMS spectrum is generated using the full spectra
and then a continuum is subtracted and the line widths are
measured from the resulting spectrum (which differs from the
true broad-line RMS variations). Most earlier RM work used
this traditional approach due to practical difficulties in isolat-
ing the continuum and line components in individual epochs,
but the most recent RM work has started to construct the line
LCs and RMS spectrum by decomposing various components
in individual epochs (e.g., Bian et al. 2010; Park et al. 2012a;
Barth et al. 2015; Hu et al. 2015). What PrepSpec does is
similar to the decomposition approach used in the latest stud-
ies (e.g., Barth et al. 2015), and it is more appropriate and
robust than the traditional approach for estimating unbiased
broad-line RMS variations, in particular for low quality data.
However, the current PrepSpec version does not model the
UV and optical Fe II complex and host galaxy due to insuffi-
cient data quality for most objects in individual epochs. In ad-
dition, the assumption that the narrow-line flux remains con-
stant during the monitoring of our program may be violated if
the NLR size is comparable to or larger than the 2′′ fiber di-
ameter, in which case seeing variations (coupled with guiding
errors) will induce noticeable changes in the enclosed narrow-
line flux. These complications may impact the lag detection
in some objects by reducing the correlation signal, and will
be investigated systematically in future work with photomet-
ric LCs incorporated.
Given the nature of the SDSS-RM program and target prop-
erties, our cadence, spectral S/N, and the quality of the re-
sulting LCs are typically much worse than those in the most
recent (traditional single-object) RM work. These circum-
stances necessitate the usage of PrepSpec to provide robust
estimates of the spectral quantities (e.g., fluxes, RMS line
profiles, etc.) and their associated uncertainties, as opposed
to direct measurements from the spectrum as done in most
traditional RM work.
2.2. Lag Measurements
We have performed PrepSpec analysis on the 100 lowest-
redshift quasars in our sample (0.116 < z < 0.782). In most
of these objects we detect significant continuum and broad-
line variations. Inspection of the cross-correlation functions
(CCF) between continuum and broad-line LCs suggests that a
significant fraction (∼ 30−40%) of the 100 low-z targets show
evidence of a time lag in at least one of the broad lines. How-
ever, the quality of the spectroscopic LCs, coupled with pos-
sible correlated errors between the continuum and line LCs
measured from spectroscopy, prevent a robust lag detection
in many cases. We expect the situation will improve signifi-
cantly when we incorporate the denser photometric LCs from
our accompanying imaging in future work.
We have noticed that some of the fractional errors on the
continuum LCs from PrepSpec are much smaller than 1%
in the brightest targets (e.g., photon noise is almost negligi-
ble). As we are using the fluxes of the narrow lines to in-
ternally calibrate the spectrophotometry (see §2.1), the ul-
timate limitation on the precision of the spectroscopic con-
tinuum flux measurements lies in the assumptions that nar-
row line fluxes within the SDSS fibers are constant over the
monitoring period and that host starlight contamination is not
strongly seeing-dependent. While it may be the case that
both the host starlight and the narrow line region are compact
enough such that aperture/seeing effects do not introduce ad-
ditional systematics, it is unlikely that the spectroscopic con-
tinuum fluxes can be measured to much better than 1%. To
test this, we measure the fractional differences in continuum
flux measurements for pairs of epochs separated by less than
2 days. There are typically 5-6 such pairs per light curve. The
mean fractional differences range from 1 − 5% with a mean of
2.8± 1.0%. This sets an upper limit on the true fractional er-
rors of the spectroscopic flux measurements, as AGNs do ap-
pear to vary significantly at (or even above) this level on such
short timescales (e.g., Barth et al. 2015). In fact, this test sug-
gests that PrepSpec in general improved the flux calibration
to better than ∼ 2%.28 Nevertheless, to be conservative with
the LC errors and the lag detections, we inflate the PrepSpec
errors (in both continuum and line fluxes) to 3% of the me-
dian flux and use them in our following CCF analysis instead
of the nominal PrepSpec errors (unless the latter are already
greater than 3%). We note that in most objects, this detail does
not matter at all, as the dominant uncertainty in the lag comes
from the sampling of the LC rather than from the LC errors
(which are too small to affect the lag measurement). We do
notice that using inflated errors leads to larger measurement
errors in the lag for some objects, where the errors in both the
LC and the lag are likely overestimated.
For this initial lag study, we focus on the Hβ and Mg II
lines, which are of the most value in the redshift range con-
sidered here. There are 155 LC pairs out of the 100 objects.
All time series analyses are based on the spectroscopic LCs
output by PrepSpec. To ensure the reported detections are
robust, we perform a series of rigorous tests combined with
visual inspections, as detailed below.
First, we require that significant variability is detected in
both the continuum and line fluxes over the time span of the
LCs. We quantify the LC variability by the amplitudes of the
variable part of the continuum and broad-line LCs output by
the PrepSpec modeling, normalized by the measurement er-
ror (S/NLC); we only consider LCs with S/NLC > 10 in this
study to reduce false positives, but we note that lag detections
are possible with a lower threshold in the LC variability (e.g.,
Shen et al. 2015a). We then perform the standard interpolated
CCF analysis upon the LCs (e.g., Gaskell & Peterson 1987)
with a grid size of 2 days and identify peaks with a statisti-
cal significance p > 0.999 (e.g., Bevington 1969; Shen et al.
2015a, sec 2.6). This peak significance quantifies the proba-
bility that the detected correlation is not from random fluctu-
ations in uncorrelated time series, and it is particularly use-
ful for quickly removing false positives from large samples of
RM data with moderate-quality light curves (such as in SDSS-
RM). We intentionally used the continuum LC for interpola-
tion in the CCF calculation, because the line LC is usually
noisier than the continuum LC. But we verified that similar
CCF results are obtained by interpolating both the continuum
and line LCs and then using the average.
We measure the lag and its uncertainty following the stan-
dard FR/RSS (flux redistribution/random subset selection)
Monte Carlo method (Peterson et al. 1998b). For each LC
set, we generate 1000 bootstrap trials with added random
noise from the adopted flux errors. For each FR/RSS trial
we calculate the centroid of the CCF by using all points with
28 We also compared the spectroscopic continuum LCs with preliminary
photometric LCs (only half of the photometric data were processed), and
generally found good agreement between the two. This shows promise for
our next steps in improving lag measurements with the full SDSS-RM data
set (spectroscopy and photometry).
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Figure 3. Diagnosis of lag detections with spectroscopic-only LCs. Gray
points show the CCF peaks against the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the line
variability for the 100 lowest-redshift quasars in SDSS-RM for which we
have processed with PrepSpec, focusing only on the Hβ and Mg II lines. Red
points show only those peaks with a statistical significance greater than 0.999,
thus removing spurious peaks from low-quality LC data. There is an obvious
preference towards positive peaks (i.e., lags) in the high-significance peaks,
indicating these spectroscopic LCs are meaningful in detecting lags. Objects
with larger variability amplitudes in the lines allow more straightforward lag
detection (i.e., comparing the gray and red points). There is an excess of
zero-lag peaks, which reflects correlated errors in the continuum and line LCs
from spectroscopy alone, and/or the difficulty to detect lags shorter than the
spectroscopic cadence (a few days). Finally, the red circled points show our
reported detections, which have a CCF peak statistical significance greater
than 0.999, a SNR in the line variability greater than 10, and a measured lag
inconsistent with zero at > 1σ (see §2.2 for details).
r > 0.8rmax around the peak, where r is the correlation coeffi-
cient. We derive the CCF centroid distribution (CCCD) from
these FR/RSS trials and use the median of the CCCD as the
measured lag τcent, and the 16th and 84th percentiles of the
CCCD as the 1σ uncertainty. We only consider a measured
lag a detection if it is inconsistent with zero within the 1σ
uncertainty.
Using the median of the CCCD as the reported lag differs
from using the centroid of the CCF computed from the full
LC data. Both approaches are used in the literature, and in
the case of sparsely-sampled LCs, the two approaches may
produce noticeable differences in the “best value” of the mea-
sured lag (e.g., RMID-645). However, the formal uncer-
tainties estimated from FR/RSS are generally substantial in
such cases. We adopted the median of the CCCD as the re-
ported lag, as this approach is less susceptible to shot noise in
sparsely-sampled LC data and provides more symmetric un-
certainties around the best value compared to using the CCF
centroid derived from the full LC data.
We examined the LCs and CCFs for all cases that satisfy
the above criteria, and chose the 15 best cases (as judged by
the smoothness of the CCF upon visual inspection) to include
in this work. While the selection of these detections is by
no means complete or objective, it does not affect our basic
conclusions. For example, no prior on the expected lag (i.e.,
from the R − L relation derived from the low-z RM AGN sam-
ple) was imposed when we select these detections. As sanity
checks, we measure the lags on these LCs using the discrete-
correlation-function (Edelson & Krolik 1988) and JAVELIN
(Zu et al. 2011), and found consistent lag measurements.29
29 We found that in a few cases, JAVELIN reports substantially smaller
error bars on the lags compared with our CCF analysis, which may represent
an underestimation by JAVELIN, and/or an overestimation by our FR/RSS
The reported 1σ uncertainty in the lag measurement gives a
rough estimate of the false-positive probability of each detec-
tion, but we also perform alternative tests below to estimate
the bulk false-positive rate among our reported lags.
We note that the estimated lag uncertainties are occasion-
ally very asymmetric (e.g., RMID-320), reflecting the lim-
itations (e.g., sparse sampling and systematics in flux mea-
surements) of our spectroscopic-only LCs; additional photo-
metric LCs will certainly help in these cases. In addition, al-
though some of these detections appear marginal at best, we
keep them in this work as we have adopted rather conservative
error bars on the continuum and line LCs, and we expect to
improve these measurements by adding photometric LCs that
are currently being processed.
To demonstrate that we are mostly detecting real lags in-
stead of false positives based on our spectroscopic-only data,
we show in Fig. 3 all the 100 lowest-redshift SDSS-RM
quasars in the CCF peak versus line variability signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) plane, again focusing on the Hβ and Mg II lines
only. The gray points show all the CCF peaks regardless of
their significance (searched over a symmetric range of lags
centered on zero). The red points show those with a statisti-
cal peak significance greater than 0.999, which immediately
reveals a preference of positive CCF peaks (N = 55) over neg-
ative (N = 12) ones (i.e., lags of the lines relative to the con-
tinuum, and not vice versa). Objects with larger variability
amplitudes in the lines allow more straightforward lag detec-
tion (i.e., comparing the gray and red points), as expected.
This demonstrates that our spectroscopic-only LCs are able
to detect true lags. There is clustering of significant peaks
around zero lag, which suggests there are correlated errors in
the continuum and line LCs from spectroscopy alone, and/or
it reflects the difficulty of detecting lags shorter than the spec-
troscopic cadence (a few days). Our 15 reported lag detec-
tions are shown as red circled points, and they are located in a
“comfortable” region (i.e., with a large variability amplitude
and inconsistent with zero lag) consistent with being genuine
lags. There appears to be a deficit of significant peaks around
∼ +10 days in Fig. 3, albeit with small number statistics. We
suspect this is due to the small gaps between dark/grey time
and bright time in our spectroscopic monitoring (Shen et al.
2015a). If this were the case, we expect the addition of photo-
metric data points in bright time would help recover the lags
missed there. On the other hand, our reported lags are all
longer than 10 days, and hence should not be significantly af-
fected by these small gaps, as also supported by our tests with
JAVELIN (where the LCs are interpolated within these gaps
with physically-motivated variability models).
To further use Fig. 3 as guidance to estimate the bulk false-
positive rate among the 15 reported lags, we perform the fol-
lowing tests.
The first test is a shuffled-epoch test, where we shuffle the
LC epochs for each object, and perform the same exercise
as in Fig. 3 with real data. By shuffling the LC epochs we
destroy any intrinsic correlation, and the frequency of signif-
icant CCF peaks from these mock LCs provides one measure
of the false-positive rate. We typically find ∼ 4 cases with a
positive peak, a peak significance > 0.999, and S/NLC > 10,
out of 155 LC pairs (Hβ+Mg II) of the 100 objects. More im-
portantly, we do not observe a preference of positive peaks
over negative peaks, as expected from random correlations
from temporally uncorrelated data. Given the actual number
approach.
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of positive CCF peaks that pass the statistical significance and
S/N criteria in real data (N = 40), this test suggests the bulk
false-positive rate is ∼ 10%. Note that among the 40 signif-
icant and high S/N positive CCF peaks in the real data, we
only selected 15 as our reported detections, and this selection
should further reduce false-positives based on visual inspec-
tion.
One may be concerned that the shuffled-epoch test does not
capture the intrinsic variability characteristics of quasars, and
hence may underestimate the false-positive rate. An alterna-
tive test is the shuffled-LC-pair test, where we pair the con-
tinuum LC of one object to the line LC of another object in
our sample, and perform CCF analysis to determine the rate
of false positives. This test, however, assumes that individual
quasar LCs are sufficiently different that there is no intrinsic
correlation in the inter-object LC pairs. In practice, this may
not be the case, as different objects may show a similar dom-
inant feature in their LCs (such as a single broad bump/dip)
over the limited monitoring period, and thus these inter-object
LC pairs will be correlated more often than assumed. Hence
the false-positive rate inferred from this test should be treated
as an upper limit. Essentially, this test requires a large number
of objects to sample the diversity in stochastic quasar variabil-
ity, in order to justify the basic assumption that these inter-
object LC pairs are intrinsically uncorrelated.
We performed the shuffled-LC-pair test for all 100 objects,
focusing on Hβ and Mg II only (15336 inter-object LC pairs).
We found roughly equal numbers of positive and negative
peaks (581 versus 523) with a peak significance > 0.999 and
S/NLC > 10, confirming the results based on the shuffled-
epoch test. We also found that 3.8% of these inter-object
LC pairs lead to a positive CCF peak with p > 0.999 and
S/NLC > 10. Given the number of real LC pairs (155) in the
parent sample, we therefore estimate that∼ 6 cases will man-
ifest from uncorrelated LCs as passing the S/N and the peak
significance criteria as for the real data. This is about 15%
of the 40 cases we observed with real data, which is an upper
limit as explained above.
Therefore based on the shuffled-epoch test and the shuffled-
LC-pair test, we consistently estimate a false-positive rate of
∼ 10 − 15% among our reported lags. This false-positive rate
is also roughly consistent with the estimation from our sim-
ulations using mock quasar LC data and the SDSS-RM sam-
pling/spectral quality (Shen et al. 2015a).
The basic properties of these lags are summarized in Ta-
ble 1, and the spectroscopic light curves are provided in Table
2. There are 9 Hβ lags and 6 Mg II lags. As mentioned in §1,
we do not consider multiple line detections in the same object
in the current work, but simply note that there are cases where
more than one line have detected (and consistent) lags, while
in other cases there is only one line detected, and the other
lines show signs of a lag but will require further data and in-
depth analysis (see §4). The important aspects of multiple line
detections in the same object and their implications for BLR
structure will be the focus of successive publications.
Epochs 3 and 7 have much lower S/N than the other epochs
in our data (see Table 2 of Shen et al. 2015a). For these two
epochs, the narrow line emission is often too noisy to use as a
reliable internal flux calibrator, and as a result the data points
at these two epochs sometimes appear as significant outliers
(albeit with large error bars) from the adjacent LC data points.
The standard interpolated CCF method does not treat the er-
rors in the LCs rigorously and may be significantly affected
by these discrepant or noisy measurements. Therefore in such
cases, we remove these problematic epochs (primarily Epoch
7, sometimes both Epoch 7 and 3), and rely on the rest of the
epochs for the lag measurement. We only reject these epochs
when necessary (i.e., if they significantly degrade the CCF),
as rejecting data in general will reduce the correlation by re-
ducing the sampling of the light curves. These rejected epochs
are identified with a “1” in the last column in Table 2.
3. RESULTS
3.1. Lags, BH masses, and the R − L relation
Figs. 4–7 presents the 15 lags in this work, where we show
the LCs, the CCF, and the model RMS broad-line profile for
each detection. The auto-correlation function (ACF) of the
continuum LCs is also shown for comparison with the CCF.
We also show the CCCDs of these lag measurements in Fig. 8.
In all cases, there is a reasonably well-defined primary peak
in the CCCD for us to determine the best lag and associated
uncertainties. In a few cases there are sub-structures that are
possible aliases due to the sparse sampling of the LCs. These
sub-structures in the CCCD tend to increase the uncertainties
in the lag measurements.
We consider these detections as preliminary, with the ex-
pectation that adding photometric LCs in our future work will
significantly improve these detections (or falsify a small frac-
tion of them, if any). We measure the broad-line dispersion
σrms (the second moment) and its uncertainty from the RMS
spectra Bℓ(λ) (continuum and narrow-line flux modeled and
subtracted in individual epochs) produced by PrepSpec. The
mean continuum luminosity at rest-frame 5100 Å, L5100 ≡
λLλ|5100 Å, is measured from a multifunctional fit to the final
coadded spectra of all 32 epochs (Shen et al. 2015a) that mod-
els the continuum, broad Fe II emission and broad+narrow
line emission (e.g., Shen et al. 2008). We have estimated the
fraction of host starlight contributing to L5100 using a spectral
decomposition approach described in Shen et al. (2015b), and
derived the AGN-only continuum luminosity whenever the
decomposition is physically meaningful (i.e., the host frac-
tion is non-negative at 5100 Å). This last step is important in
deriving an unbiased BLR size-luminosity (R − L) relation for
low-redshift AGN with significant host contamination (e.g.,
Bentz et al. 2013).
We compute a virial product (VP) using the measured time
lag and RMS line width:
VP =
cτcentσ
2
rms
G
, (5)
where c is the speed of light and G is the gravitational con-
stant. The RM BH mass estimate is related to the virial prod-
uct as MRM = f VP, where f is the average geometric fac-
tor (the virial coefficient) to account for the difference be-
tween line width and the virial velocity (e.g., Shen 2013;
Peterson 2014). The value of f is usually determined empiri-
cally using the local BH mass – bulge stellar velocity disper-
sion (σ∗) relation and measurements of σ∗ in a subset of RM
AGN (e.g., Onken et al. 2004; Graham et al. 2011; Park et al.
2012b; Grier et al. 2013a; Ho & Kim 2014). We adopt a fidu-
cial value of f = 5.5 for this work (Onken et al. 2004), which
is consistent with the latest work (Ho & Kim 2014). We em-
phasize that this is the average f factor, and does not cap-
ture the diversity in the orientation and BLR structure in AGN
(e.g., Shen & Ho 2014; Pancoast et al. 2014). The scatter in
the actual virial factor for individual objects is currently a
large contributor (a factor of 2-3) to the overall systematic
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Figure 4. Light curves, CCF, and RMS line profile for the 15 objects with lag detections. For each detection, the top panel shows the continuum (at rest-frame
5100 Å) and broad-line light curves, with the median flux indicated by the dotted horizontal line. Bad epochs are marked in red and excluded from the CCF
analysis (see text for details). The middle panel shows the CCF (solid black line), and the auto correlation function (ACF) of the continuum LC is shown in the
red dotted line. The lag (i.e., the median of the CCF centroid distribution from FR/RSS; see §2.2) is indicated by the solid vertical line, and the dashed vertical
lines indicate the 1σ uncertainty in the lag. The statistical significance of the CCF peak is shown in the upper-left corner. The bottom panel shows the model
RMS broad-line flux in the black line and the estimated errors in the red dashed line, both output by PrepSpec. We only show RMS flux errors within the adaptive
broad-line fitting window, as errors outside the fitting window are not properly estimated in PrepSpec.
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Figure 5. Same as Fig. 4, for another set of 4 objects with lag measurements.
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Figure 6. Same as Fig. 4, for another set of 4 objects with lag measurements.
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Figure 7. Same as Fig. 4, for another set of 3 objects with lag measurements.
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Table 1
Basic properties of the lag detections
RMID SDSS designation Redshift Morphology Line σrms,line τcent logVP f5100 log L5100 fhost FWHMmean,Hβ log MSE,Hβ σmean,line FWHMrms,line
hhmmss.ss±ddmmss.s (km s−1) (days) [M⊙] (10−17 ergs−1cm−2Å−1) [ergs−1] (km s−1) [M⊙] (km s−1) (km s−1)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15)
101 141214.20+532546.7 0.4581 point Mg II 1167± 9 36.7+10.4
−4.8 6.989+0.123−0.057 3.998± 0.005 44.365± 0.001 0.09 2443± 12 7.889± 0.004 1029± 4 2391± 46
191 141645.58+534446.8 0.4418 extended Hβ 990± 19 23.3+2.7
−11.2 6.648+0.053−0.209 0.842± 0.015 43.646± 0.008 0.48 2173± 34 7.550± 0.014 838± 12 1854± 70
229 141018.04+532937.5 0.4696 extended Mg II 1630± 24 32.3+12.9
−5.3 7.225+0.174−0.072 0.575± 0.004 43.551± 0.003 0.49 3854± 331 8.003± 0.075 1582± 20 3101± 76
267 141112.72+534507.1 0.5872 point Hβ 1221± 36 18.6+7.1
−3.8 6.733+0.169−0.092 1.078± 0.004 44.092± 0.002 0.39 2680± 61 7.921± 0.020 1403± 6 2089± 77
272 141625.71+535438.5 0.2628 point Hβ 1636± 11 21.9+7.9
−10.4 7.059+0.157−0.205 6.190± 0.254 43.929± 0.018 0.00 2983± 51 7.824± 0.017 1515± 2 3752± 93
320 142038.52+532416.5 0.2647 extended Hβ 1362± 33 29.6+2.5
−15.7 7.030
+0.042
−0.232 1.900± 0.007 43.424± 0.001 0.47 4462± 114 8.057± 0.022 1576± 9 2975± 64
457 141417.13+515722.6 0.6037 point Mg II 1672± 60 29.1+3.6
−8.8 7.201
+0.063
−0.135 0.188± 0.005 43.366± 0.012 0.60 4505± 541 8.101± 0.105 2574± 39 3874± 86
589 142049.28+521053.3 0.7510 point Mg II 2824± 33 34.0+6.7
−12.0 7.724
+0.086
−0.154 1.132± 0.006 44.416± 0.002 0.20 4750± 117 8.521± 0.021 3283± 22 4108± 39
645 142039.80+520359.7 0.4738 point Hβ 1360± 20 14.2+6.5
−8.1 6.711
+0.200
−0.247 2.026± 0.004 44.109± 0.001 0.12 4122± 58 8.222± 0.012 1571± 7 3696± 55
694 141706.68+514340.1 0.5324 point Hβ 743± 24 14.1+12.9
−9.5 6.183
+0.398
−0.292 1.635± 0.004 44.155± 0.001 0.23 1888± 18 7.595± 0.008 864± 3 1661± 104
767 141650.93+535157.0 0.5266 extended Mg II 1394± 10 25.1+2.0
−2.6 6.979
+0.035
−0.045 1.004± 0.002 43.930± 0.001 0.00 2088± 94 7.514± 0.039 1341± 4 4066± 202
769 141253.92+540014.4 0.1871 extended Hβ 1758± 22 21.5+5.8
−7.7 7.114
+0.117
−0.155 1.563± 0.010 42.972± 0.003 0.72 4192± 109 7.920± 0.023 1769± 13 5120± 130
775 140759.07+534759.8 0.1725 extended Hβ 1790± 10 19.2+4.3
−12.8 7.079
+0.098
−0.290 7.023± 0.008 43.541± 0.001 0.44 3661± 33 7.933± 0.008 1615± 5 5115± 59
789 141644.17+532556.1 0.4253 extended Mg II 1371± 27 17.2+2.7
−2.7 6.799
+0.071
−0.071 1.020± 0.005 43.685± 0.002 0.27 4128± 138 8.052± 0.029 1328± 13 2681± 96
840 141645.15+542540.8 0.2439 extended Hβ 1902± 20 10.9+20.9
−6.6 6.888+0.832−0.261 1.321± 0.007 43.178± 0.002 0.67 5923± 191 8.287± 0.028 2492± 29 4981± 97
NOTE. — Col (1): object index in the full SDSS-RM sample described in Shen et al. (2015a). Col (2): object designation in J2000
coordinates. Col (3): redshift. Col (4): object morphological classification based on SDSS imaging. Col (5): the broad line used for the lag
detection. Col (6): broad-line dispersion (second moment) for the line specified in Col (5) measured by PrepSpec using the RMS spectrum.
Col (7): rest-frame time lag from the centroid of the CCF peak. Col (8): virial product defined in Eqn. (5), which can be converted to the
RM-based BH mass logMRM = logVP + log f with f = 5.5 adopted in this work. Col (9): observed quasar continuum flux (host-corrected) at
rest-frame 5100 Å, measured from spectral fits to the mean spectrum. Col (10): quasar continuum luminosity (host-corrected) at rest-frame
5100 Å. Col (11): host to total fraction in 5100 Å continuum luminosity, estimated using a spectral decomposition approach (Shen et al.
2015b). Col (12): Hβ broad-line FWHM measured from the mean spectrum. Col (13): single-epoch BH mass estimate based on the Hβ
FWHM and continuum luminosity measured from the mean spectrum, using the formula from Vestergaard & Peterson (2006). Col (14):
broad-line dispersion for the line specified in Col (5) measured by PrepSpec using the mean spectrum. Col (15): broad-line FWHM for the
line specified in Col (5) measured by PrepSpec using the RMS spectrum. All uncertainties presented here are 1σ statistical errors only.
Table 2
Continuum and broad-line light curves
RMID MJD fcont econt fline eline Mask
101 56660.209 5.959 0.008 33.151 0.511 0
NOTE. — Continuum and broad-line light curves (time series of
fluxes) are simultaneously derived from spectroscopy using Prep-
Spec (§2.1), and the continuum is always estimated at rest-frame
5100 Å. Flux units are arbitrary. See Table 1 for the correspond-
ing lines (Hβ or Mg II) and basic properties of each object. The
full content of the table is available in the online version. The er-
rors on the LCs are the original PrepSpec output, while we have
used inflated 3% fractional errors in the LCs in our CCF analysis
(see §2.2 for details).
uncertainty in RM BH masses (e.g., Peterson 2014).
We can also compute a single-epoch (SE) BH mass estimate
using the quasar continuum luminosity and the broad-line Hβ
FWHM measured from the mean spectrum:
log
(
MSE,Hβ
M⊙
)
=
a + b log
(
L51000,tot
1044 ergs−1
)
+ 2log
(
FWHMmean,Hβ
kms−1
)
, (6)
with fiducial coefficients of a = 0.91 and b = 0.5
(Vestergaard & Peterson 2006), calibrated against the RM
BH masses with f = 5.5 in the low-z RM AGN sample.
The total luminosity at restframe 5100 Å is used here in-
stead of the AGN-only luminosity because the former was
used in the original calibration. While the dynamic range
in BH mass is narrow in our sample, we found that the SE
masses based on Hβ are grossly correlated with RM masses
with a scatter of ∼ 0.28 dex, consistent with the results in
Vestergaard & Peterson (2006) based on the local RM sample.
However, there is a systematic offset of ∼ 0.16 dex between
the two sets of masses, indicating that there may be system-
atics when applying the Vestergaard & Peterson (2006) SE
mass recipe to our objects at higher redshifts, or in the details
of measuring the RMS line widths. This minor discrepancy
deserves further investigation with more RM results.
While not directly used for the calculations in this work, we
also include in Table 1 measurements of the line dispersion
measured from the mean spectrum and the FWHM measured
from the RMS spectrum for each line with a lag for complete-
ness. These were measured from the PrepSpec models of the
broad components of the Hβ and Mg II emission lines. Two
concerns with measuring the line dispersion are (a) the pos-
sibility of a bias introduced from blending in the wings with
other emission components (see Denney et al. 2009), and (b)
where to set the line boundaries. These are not a concern here
because we are measuring the widths from the model pro-
files. This makes internally consistent measurements within
our analysis, but they are model dependent and therefore may
be difficult to reproduce if different assumptions are made for
the spectral decomposition. BH mass estimates using alterna-
tive SE estimators can be obtained with the spectral measure-
ments reported in Table 1.
Fig. 9 shows the BLR size-luminosity relation (the R− L re-
lation) based on the rest-frame 5100 Å quasar-only luminos-
ity, where we compare our lag detections to the compilation
of low-z RM results from Bentz et al. (2013). All low-z RM
results are based on the Hβ line. Our detections are at z & 0.3,
but their locations on the R − L plot are consistent with those
occupied by the low-z RM AGN sample within the uncertain-
ties. The 3 most luminous objects with Hβ lags seem to fall
below the local R − L relation (albeit with large error bars on
the lags), which may be an indication that correlated errors
in the continuum and line LCs from spectroscopy-alone bi-
ased the lag measurements (see §2.2). Although the selection
of the reported detections is not complete (see §2.2), we did
not intentionally choose detections that are consistent with the
known R − L relation, and hence there is no obvious bias from
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Figure 8. The CCF centroid distributions (CCCDs) from FR/RSS for the 15
lags. The lags are in the observed frame to match Figs. 4–7. The vertical
dashed and dotted lines indicate the reported lag and its uncertainties. In all
cases there is a reasonably well-defined main peak in the CCCD to determine
the best lag. In a few cases there are sub-structures (possible aliases due
to the sparse sampling of the LCs) in the CCCD that will lead to elevated
uncertainties in the lag.
our selection of these detections. In addition, the several Mg II
lags seem to follow the same R − L relation based on Hβ. The
latter observation suggests that, at least in some quasars, there
is overlap between the regions in which broad Mg II and broad
Hβ originate (see also Sun et al. 2015), which is expected as
both lines have similar ionization potentials. Of course, more
data and analysis are needed to test this scenario.
The apparent flatness in the R− L relation for our detections
in Fig. 9 is mostly due to selection effects, and secondly due
to the facts that the statistics and the dynamic range in lumi-
nosity for our sample are limited and that the lag measurement
errors are substantial, rendering a potential correlation statis-
tically insignificant. Given the sampling and duration of our
spectroscopic monitoring, we are most sensitive to lags on the
order of tens of days (Shen et al. 2015a). Shorter lags are dif-
ficult to detect given the sparse sampling of the spectroscopic
LCs, while longer lags are difficult to detect given the limited
temporal baseline. A more detailed analysis of the R − L rela-
tion based on SDSS-RM lag detections is beyond the scope of
this work, which will require more lag detections and proper
treatment of selection biases induced by our program, and will
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Figure 9. The BLR size-luminosity relation. Our lag detections are shown
as black circles (for Hβ detections) and red squares (for Mg II detections).
The data for previous z < 0.3 RM AGN compiled in Bentz et al. (2013) are
indicated in gray points. Our new lags are consistent with the locations of
the previous RM AGN used to calibrate the local R − L relation, but are not
yet able to constrain the R − L relation independently given the limited num-
bers, precision, dynamic range, and possible selection biases inherent to our
program (see discussion in the text).
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Figure 10. Distribution of objects with detected lags in the redshift-
luminosity plane. The red open circles are the 44 local RM AGN compiled
in Feng et al. (2014), and the blue filled circles represent the 15 preliminary
lag measurements in this work. Our lag detections probe a new regime in this
parameter space, providing direct SMBH masses over ∼ half of cosmic time.
be the focus of future SDSS-RM publications. For example,
short lags may be recovered when incorporating more densely
sampled photometric light curves, or at least upper limits can
be placed and used in quantifying the R − L relation. On the
other hand, simulations can be used to quantify the complete-
ness in lag detections as a function of lag, given the parame-
ters of the SDSS-RM program (Shen et al. 2015a).
Finally, Fig. 10 demonstrates the improvement of our re-
sults in the redshift-luminosity coverage of RM experiments.
Our lag detections probe a new regime in this parameter
space, providing RM measurements over ∼ half of cosmic
time. The median redshift is 0.03 for the local RM sample
and 0.46 for our sample.
3.2. Additional Notes on Individual Objects
While our analysis demonstrates that the majority of these
lag measurements are true detections, prior reverberation
studies (e.g., Peterson et al. 2004) indicate that when work-
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ing with data that have low sampling rates, our lag detection
methods can sometimes yield incorrect lag measurements de-
spite reporting formally small uncertainties. The criteria for
a robust measurement are difficult to quantify, and thus such
classifications are somewhat subjective in nature, as they of-
ten rely on being able to “see” the reverberation signatures and
having a narrow, well-defined peak in the CCF and/or CCCD.
As such, our prior experience with reverberation mapping
leads us to identify a few of our lag measurements as lower-
confidence measurements due to various indicators, such as
the lack of visible reverberation signatures in the light curves
and/or a poorly-defined or low peak correlation coefficient
CCF. While our false-positive tests indicate that the detected
time delays are likely real (and the lag measurements them-
selves are also supported using the JAVELIN method), we
suspect that the accuracy of a few of the detections may be
compromised for various reasons, despite the fact that they
passed all of our statistical and quantitative tests for lag de-
tections.
The two targets where it is most difficult to evaluate the
accuracy are RMID 229 and 589. There are very few fea-
tures visible in the continuum light curve for RMID 229; the
two most striking features are due to single epochs that are
low S/N and were removed from several other targets due to a
suspect calibration, though they were not identified as outliers
for this particular target. If the line light curve is shifted by
the best-determined-lag from our cross-correlation analysis to
see if the continuum and line light curve features line up after
this shift, the match is not extremely apparent, and the mea-
sured lag places many variability features observed in the line
into gaps between observations of the continuum. In addition,
the peak of the CCF is low (∼ 0.6). The CCF for RMID 589
is extremely broad and flat-topped; most of the correlation is
driven by a long-term increase in flux over the entire set of ob-
servations rather than by shorter-term variability features that
are more indicative of BLR reverberation. There is again a
poor match with the continuum variability when the line light
curve is shifted by the measured lag.
For both RMID 191 and RMID 320, the correlation seems
to be driven by either or both of the two possibly-suspect
epochs (epochs 3 and 7) and excluding those two epochs (at
the cost of losing temporal sampling further) makes the cor-
relation noticeably worse (albeit still formally consistent) in
both of these targets. Again, when the line light curves are
shifted by the measured time lag, the match is mediocre; the
variability signal in the continuum of RMID 191 is rather low
amplitude, and it is difficult to see similar features shared by
both the line and continuum light curves. The peak of the
RMID 191 CCF is also . 0.6, which is lower than that seen
for our higher-confidence targets.
RMID 694 and RMID101 are cases that are somewhat
marginal, but should be improved with the photometry and/or
additional years of data. RMID 694 has inopportune gaps in
the data; there is a gap in the spectroscopy in the middle of
one of the major features of the light curve that is potentially
biasing the cross-correlation analysis — the incorporation of
the photometry should resolve this issue. RMID 101 has a
visible feature in the continuum that we only begin to see re-
verberated in the line when our campaign ended – thus, the lag
measurement is likely more uncertain than it would be had we
continued to observe for another month.
We anticipate that the ambiguities and concerns listed
above will be resolved when the photometry and/or additional
monitoring beyond the first six months is included in the anal-
ysis for these targets. Results for the remaining nine lag de-
tections appear more robust; the light curves show a better
match when the line light curve is shifted by its measured
time delay. In addition, they generally have higher peak cor-
relation coefficients in their CCFs (above 0.6), narrower and
less flat-topped CCFs, and in most cases, the eye can pick out
matching features in the continuum and line light curves that
indicate a more robust, accurate lag measurement.
4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
From its theoretical definition by Blandford & McKee
(1982), it took many years for reverberation mapping to
reach its current state with some 60 local systems with well-
measured lags, sometimes for multiple emission lines (e.g.,
Peterson et al. 2004). RM studies of local AGN are increas-
ingly focused on detailed studies of individual objects to use
the velocity dependence of the lags to study the structure of
individual BLRs in detail (e.g., Bentz et al. 2010b; Grier et al.
2013b). It is not possible, however, to increase the overall size
of the sample by an order of magnitude using the object-by-
object approach that has been so successful to date.
The only way to increase greatly the sample size and to
start to probe the UV emission lines of higher redshift sys-
tems is to use the multiplex advantage of multi-object spectro-
graphs. This has been explored theoretically in the contexts
of both the SDSS survey using the SDSS-BOSS spectrograph
(Shen et al. 2015a) and the Dark Energy Survey (DES) using
the AAOmega spectrographs (King et al. 2015). These two
studies emphasized slightly different goals but outlined the
survey durations and cadences likely to yield transformative
(& 100) numbers of new lag measurements across a broader
range of luminosities, redshifts, and emission lines (e.g., Hβ,
Mg II, and CIV).
In both cases, these theoretical studies led to observational
programs, and here we report initial results from the first
year of spectroscopic observations in the SDSS-RM program.
Compared to the predictions outlined in the theoretical stud-
ies, the allocated SDSS-RM spectroscopic observations alone
for this first exploratory study appear sub-critical, given the
complexities in real light-curve data that were difficult to
model in the simulations. On the other hand, the SDSS-RM
program has obtained a large amount of supplementary photo-
metric monitoring data from CFHT Megacam and the Steward
Observatory Bok telescope that will be used to provide better
sampled continuum light curves to compare to the line light
curves from the spectroscopic data in our upcoming analyses.
It is important, however, to show the results from simply an-
alyzing the spectroscopic data alone for two reasons. First,
even with this incomplete data set, we can measure a rea-
sonable number of lags, thereby directly demonstrating the
promise of the approach. Second, the yields based on spec-
troscopy alone are low and the uncertainties are great, as pre-
dicted by the theoretical studies for the as-obtained duration
and cadence. It is desirable to increase the intensity of moni-
toring in order to have a significant yield of high precision lag
measurements in future multi-object RM programs.
In this study, we have presented preliminary lag measure-
ments for 15 quasars at z < 0.8 included in the SDSS-RM
project, using the 6 months of 2014 spectroscopy alone. Our
targets are fainter by 1-2 orders of magnitude than the local
AGN that have been monitored for RM purposes, highlight-
ing the difficulties of performing RM in this regime. Most of
these lags are at z & 0.3 for intermediate-luminosity quasars,
a L − z regime never explored in past work. These results
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demonstrate the general feasibility of our multi-object RM
approach, and provide some confidence for similar programs
with multi-object spectroscopy (e.g., King et al. 2015). The
lags are consistent with measurements used for local estimates
of the R-L relations, but are not yet available in large enough
numbers, precision, or dynamic range to improve on these lo-
cal estimates. Several of them are, however, for the Mg II line,
and demonstrate that Mg II does reverberate similar to Hβ. A
recent line variability study using SDSS-RM data also found
that Mg II does vary with similar (albeit slightly smaller) am-
plitudes to Hβ (Sun et al. 2015), as supported by the Mg II lag
detections presented here. Moreover, we can see statistically
that we are close to measuring a much larger number of lags
(see Fig. 3). The problem is that with the present cadence and
duration, there are many ambiguities in how to overlap the
line and continuum light curves to produce an unambiguous
lag estimate unless the structure of the variations is optimal,
and this occurs for only a small fraction of the targets with
spectroscopic-only light curves.
For the present SDSS-RM program we will address this
challenge in future papers by adding the better sampled con-
tinuum light curve data from our imaging programs (e.g.,
more than doubling the data points from spectroscopy). This
should greatly increase the light curve yield. Denser pho-
tometric light curves will enhance the cross-correlation sig-
nal, and provide a remedy for correlated errors between the
continuum and line flux measurements from spectroscopy.30
Our preliminary investigation on the photometric data showed
great promises on this improvement.
It is also important to remind the reader that even for the
small fraction of objects and the spectroscopic-only data we
analyzed here, the reported lags are an initial demonstration
rather than a final conclusion on the yield of spectroscopic-
only lags. There are many more formally detected lags based
on the quantitative criteria in §2.2 that require refinements
with photometric data. Moreover, we already see multiple-
line lag detections in the same objects with this partial data
set, as well as lags for other broad lines (such as Hα, He II,
etc.), but will defer such focused studies to upcoming SDSS-
RM publications.
Extending the SDSS-RM program, particularly by adding
more seasons of spectroscopic data would also greatly im-
prove the overall impact of the program. The SDSS-RM
project continues to perform photometric and spectroscopic
monitoring (albeit at reduced cadences) of the target field,
which will strengthen the preliminary lag detections and re-
duce their uncertainties with more data. We have already
observed another 12 spectroscopic epochs with the SDSS
BOSS spectrograph in the 2015A semester (over 6 months)
within the extended Baryon Oscillation Spectroscopic Survey
(Dawson et al. 2015), with 2 epochs each month using a nom-
inal exposure of 1 hr per epoch. Photometric monitoring in
2015 was carried out with a weekly cadence over the same pe-
riod on the CFHT and Bok telescopes. Additional monitoring
will be sought in 2016 and beyond. With the extended multi-
year spectroscopic time baseline and earlier photometric light
curves from PanSTARRS in the SDSS-RM field (Kaiser et al.
30 While correlated errors in the spectroscopic-only LCs do not seem
to affect our reported lag detections much (as confirmed by the discrete-
correlation-function analysis), we did observe some cases where there is a
strong peak in the CCF near zero lag, and a second peak close to the expected
lag from the R − L relation (see §2.2 and Fig. 3 for details). The addition of
photometric LCs will help remove these spurious zero-lag peaks in the CCF
and recover the true lag.
2010; Shen et al. 2015a), we will be able to expand RM lag
detections to the high-luminosity and long-lag regime at z> 1,
which will further test the practical value of RM at high z and
better constrain the R−L relations as functions of redshift, line
species, and quasar properties.
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